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Mind develops WAP solution for the BPA company Enacab

The Internet company Mind has developed a WAP solution for Enacab to
make it easier for them to manage and control computer environments.
This solution makes it possible for Enacab service technicians to receive
information direct to their handheld computers if any disruptions occur in
the operating environments of their customers’ computers.

Enacab is part of the BPA Group and specialises in the control of operating
environments of large computers and servers. Companies employ Enacab to
check that their computer environments are perfect in terms of climate, power
supply, fire safety, anti-theft protection, etc..

Mind has used software from the company Soft Applications to develop a WAP
solution for Enacab to make communication between company technicians and
their customers much easier.

In simple terms, this solution means that if any disruptions occur, customers can
contact Enacab service technicians through the Enacab website. By accessing the
central computer, Enacab service technicians can receive information about their
specific customers’ computer environments while they are out in the field. The
information can be accessed by the technicians’ handheld computers via the
Internet without having to contact the customer. The technicians can also use
their handheld computers to write a report about the action taken and enter it
into the central computer.

”Mind’s WAP solution makes work considerably easier for our service technicians.
We can quickly and easily solve problems without our customers having to
worry,” says Christer Persson, CEO of Enacab.

”WAP is pioneering technology and will have an enormous impact on society in
the future. Our work with Enacab shows that Mind is already capable of meeting
our customers’ WAP needs,” says Jörgen Larsson, CEO of Mind.

For further information, please contact:

Jörgen Larsson, CEO Mind,
Phone: +46 8 54 52 33 30 or +46 703 21 18 00

Christer Persson, CEO of Enacab,
Phone: +46 31 67 40 70 or +46 708 28 93 10

Please also visit Enacab’s website: www.enacab.nu

Mind AB is a fast-growing company in the Internet sector. The company works with third-generation
Internet solutions and portals aimed at developing and strengthening their customers’ business activities.
The company currently has 175 employees and is represented in Sweden, Norway and France.


